
Active Supervision: Closely Linked to 
First Four Classroom Practices

Once you have clarified and taught expectations, it is 
crucial to monitor students closely through active 
supervision and provide feedback, both positive and 
corrective, on how their behavior aligns with the 
expectations.
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This is the rationale for active supervision.  While supervision seems to be an apparent teacher duty, using active supervision may not be intuitive and is essential to implementing SW-PBS and creating effective learning environments. There is a relationship between the number of supervisor - to - student interactions and the instances of problem behavior (Simonsen, Fairbanks, Briesch, Myers & Sugai, 2008)



The Value of Active Supervision
• Allows for the provision of immediate learning 

assistance to students.
• Increases student engagement.
• Reduces inappropriate behavior; increases 

appropriate.
• Provides knowledge on whether students are using 

expectations.
• Allows for frequent use of encouragement.
• Allows for timely correction of behavioral errors.
• Builds positive adult-student relationships.

MO SW-PBS
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Note to Presenter: See page 336 in the MO SW-PBS May 2014 Team Workbook for further explanation of value of active supervision.Supervision obviously allows you to monitor learning and to identify students who may have questions or need your assistance. Active supervision can increase student task engagement. We know that when adults are present and actively supervising, student behavior is better (Simonsen, et al., 2008). Your physical presence itself tends to reduce the occurrence of student misbehavior. It is human nature. We have all experienced how we are more likely to honor traffic regulations when a police officer is around. So it is with students. Additionally, monitoring students closely is the only way you will know if students are meeting your expectations. Having clearly defined expectations and teaching them has a limited impact without consistently upholding those expectations through supervision paired with encouragement and correction. Supervision will, of course, allow you to ensure student safety and possibly prevent problematic or even perhaps dangerous situations. Possibly most important, supervision provides an opportunity to establish positive relationships. Adult attention is one of the most powerful ways to impact student positive affect, increase compliance, and meet student needs for attention. Finally, all of the above help to improve the quality of instructional time. Sprick, Knight, Reinke, & McKale (2006). say it well: “The goal of effective classroom management is not creating “perfect” children, but providing the perfect environment for enhancing their growth, using research based strategies that guide students toward increasingly responsible and motivated behavior.” 



Also includes…
• Proximity and touch control, signals and non-verbal 

cues.
• Pre-correction.
• Non-contingent attention.
• Specific positive feedback.
• The continuum of responses to address inappropriate 

behavior. 
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Note to presenter: More information about these topics is available in the MO SW-PBS 2014 Team Workbook.Proximity and touch control, signals and non-verbal cues (Chapter 6).Pre-correction (Chapter 4).Non-contingent attention (Chapter 5).Specific positive feedback (Chapter 5).The continuum of responses to address inappropriate behavior (Chapter 6). Interacting also includes proximity control, touch control, signals and non-verbal cues which are ways to help manage minor misbehavior. 
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